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countrymen that, despite his colossal and criminal blunder, he
was a great man.
Let us turn back a little to other fields. The government, when
it took office, had resolved to distinguish itself by social reform.
Chamberlain was to show the way, and Lord Salisbury was now
convinced of the wisdom of following him.
Chiefly perhaps because Chamberlain became diverted to
imperial concerns, not very much came of it. The single big
measure was the Workmen's Compensation Act 1897. This made
handsome amends for what the lords had done in 1894 when they
hamstrung Asquith's Employers Liability Bill;1 for Chamber-
lain's principle was a better one than Asquith's. He cut loose
from the intricacies of the English law about 'negligence* and
enacted squarely that the accidents which occur to workmen in
an industry must be paid for by the industry, like any other of
its working costs. Not a few conservatives called this 'revolu-
tionary5, but they had to give way. The act as passed did not
extend to seamen, domestic servants, or agricultural labourers,
though the first of these categories especially needed it. But by
subsequent acts within ten years they were all brought in.
Compensation for accidents was the first step in a policy to
insure the working-class population against the main risks which
darkened and deranged their lives. The next in Chamberlain's
mind was to ward off pauperism in old age. Since 1889, when
the German Reichstag passed its famous cLaw of Insurance
against Old Age and Infirmity', this problem had come fast to
the fore. In 1891 Charles Booth (who may be regarded as the
father of Old Age Pensions) read an epoch-making paper upon
it.2 In 1892 Chamberlain came out with a scheme of his own—
the first front bench man to produce one. The liberal govern-
ment of that year met it by appointing a Royal Commission on
the Aged Poor with Lord Aberdare as chairman and the prince
of Wales a member. Its Report (1895) exposed many evils, but
recommended no remedies, advising a further inquiry on
extended lines. Accordingly in 1896 the unionist govern-
ment appointed a Committee on Old Age Pensions with Lord
Rothschild as chairman. It examined over a hundred schemes;
disapproved them all; and reported in the negative (1898).
Chamberlain at once got yet another inquiry on foot—this time
1 See above, p. a 14.        * Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, liv (1891), 600-43.

